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Dear Ur. Heidelberger,

I am extremely happy to get your letter. Waturally enough, no one else

has been sufficiently interested to come forward with any intellicent objections.
So far the reaction has been "anything can be got into an equation", which may be
true but is a particularly irritating form of criticism. I will do my best with

che points you raisep

p. 457. The general theory requires no asaumption concerning a. 3eginning on p.
461, however, multivalence is introduced, to see in what way specific agsregation will
affect the postuleted equilibria. THe conclusion is reached that no great distrbance ¢/
results so long as selective precivitation is ignored. Therefore, equation [4] is
apvroximately valid, within the framework of the general theory, independently of a.

Your objection to my choice of initial reactions is dhsturbing, because this is
indeed ☜he fundamental and fatal point. I shall try, therefore, to clarify my

argument, which is not always perfectly clear in my own mind. The renze of precipitation,
as in your exneriments with albumin, covers Ao/Go ratios from about 2 to 10, i. e.

antibody is in molecular excess throughout. "or explicitness, consider the mixture of
% mols A to 1 mol G. Ignoring 3%4 order combination, only 1 reaction is possible
momentarily: G+A-7= GA. But there are now the following possibilities:

G+aAcx= GA (a)
GA + A = GAp (bd)
GA + G = GoA (c)
GA + GA = GoAo (d) ete.

While all these are possible, they are by no means equally probable. Thus the
concentration of A is 3x that of G at the outset, and the latter rapidly disappears as ¢#
the reaction vro@eeds. ☜he concentration of G would be virtually nil by the time

x = 2, at which time the coneentration of A is still = Go. Accordingly, the reactions

of type (b) are overwhelmingly more frequent than those of type (c). As for reaction
(d), let us imagine that 211 G has combined to yield GA. ☁☜e have then 2 mols of A to

one of GA. Hence reaction (b) is roughly twice as probable as reaction (d), and the
disproportion would be greater in the actual disordered system. In general, agrrecations
are slower than the initial reactions.

However, aggregations (d) do occur simultaneously with the initial reactions, of
course, and the separation is purely conceptual. The advantage is simplicity: compare
Lay and [7]. Equation 4 deals wiolly with the hypothetical initial reactions. It can
be apolied to acthal precipitation only as an approximation. It is necessary to evaluate
the degree of annroximation.

Beginning on v. 461, a general reaction is set up leading to eq. 17]. Here no
separation into initial reactions has been mide, and no possible reaction excluded.
It is true thet multivalence has been assumed, but some assumption is necessary for
explicitness. The result is verfectiy general and valid (except that selective preciv-
jitetion is ignored), but is not very useful. The remainder of the discussion aims to

show by a series of apvroximations that {7]is very similar to the simpée equation for

the imaginary initial equilibrium L4], in other words, the real equilibrium is not very
different from the initial equilibrium.

 

The equilibrium is not strictly speaking influenced more by G surfaces than ☜y

those of A. However, the initial equilibrium is between uncombined antibody, and the

residual antigenic surfaces, i. e. antibody is univalent by definition in the initial

reactions. It is trve that tne intpoduction of these reactions is somewhat artificial,

but as I mention above, the result is not contingent on this assumption. The initial

reactions are not wholly hynothetical, however, for experimental conditions can be so



chosen thet these alone occur.

p. 460, This objection arises from my mistake in defining an equivalence point differest

from your equivalence zone. I should have used a new term. Definitions are on pages

457 and 500 resnectively. According to my definition, thdequiva lence point is at x=1

vnen g = a, and usually wo:ld be slightly greater than one. The absolute limits are
O and 1.4 (p. 474). However, as I define it, the equivalence point is of little
experimental interest.

p. 461. T agree that your reagglutination experiments should be interpreted in
the light of your theory, but a »ossible objection could be made that the effect is due &
rewoval of antibody, or of sometning else (Jones and Orcutt?). Iseem to remember that
Hooker made this objection. Duncan's experiments seem quite unequivatal to me, though
this may >be my prejudice.

As to why specific and non-specific forces necessarily on ose, the sentence on ».
461 does not seem to make much sanse, and does not I think refer to this. The footnote
on page 491, however, makes this statement. The argument is tis. The effect of
selective precipitation (which I think must be taken into account if 4 is multivalent)
is to cause more antibody to be left over then [4] predicts in the region above g/2=☝n
while the effect of non-specific precipitation, which ultimately means a reaction of
A with A, is to reduce the dissociation of A from the precipitate.

?

p. 469. Should read "For the case x> (g-l)...

p. 474. Again the definition of equivalence point.

o. 475. Maximal precipitation of A should occur, as you h've found, with largest
amount of G comp atible with mxeuksexkakimmx reasonably complete precinitation of initial
compounds. However, since (my) equivalence point is in the inhibition zone, the region
of comp lete precinitation necessarily lies above tunis, i. e. with residual A in excess.
See also nn. 500. I am afraid I haven't done the best with terminology.

p - 479. The T-A system certainly has something veculiar, see v. 504, footnote.

Do you have any exnlanation for the peculiarities of horse antipnrotein systems? I am
not entirely satisfied with Papnenheimer's dissymmetry, tho it does exvleain e lot.

vo. 480-2. I agree that there is no difference other than effects of concentration

as between constant-G and constant-A titrations. nowever, the optimal ratios have

considerable significance in connection witn the restricted theory. Personally, I

question whether my treatment of *he kinetics of nrecixitation will ever be of any use,

but so far as the theory goes I believe it hangs together. Please notice that no diff-
erence in composition of precipitates for the two titrations is predicted, excevt for the
small volume-effect. But the ovtima necessarily lie at different points. These ratios
provide the on'y indevendent estimate of ¢, and the Ils-ck of data on this noint is a
handicap in testing the theory.

Panur TI. So far as any vractical use is concerned, I am sure your linear equation

is irreplaceable. ☜☁y equation is not linear, and I felt that it was ore instructive
to vlot it as a deviation Prom the straight lines of my fiz. 2.

As for the vaines of these are evaluated in a strictly unarbitrary

way, as will perneps be mad sarer in my Ath paper, wnich you h ve p robably seen in ☜S

kxxkgei2x As for k itself, r must vary Prom serum to serum. It seems to me a

dissociation constant is a sustible variable than a valence, bit this is a matter

oe
Ne
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of taste. I have made quite a point o° the constancy o° g, but TIT must admit the data

available are not very encouraging. This of course hangs on optimal retios.(table 4))

r 499, T am sorry about the misquote. I recall at the time I couldn't scem to &x8

find exactiy what I thought I hed read in your papers. I sho.ld heave got in touch with

you.

pe X02. The nature of the "valence" is very much up in the air, as you will

doubtless agree. I heve recently got in trouble with one of the referees (3o0yd?) over

this. I don't see how the p icture can be simplified very ruch in the light of results

like those of Landstainer ard VanderScheer, J.u.". 1040, 71, 445,

-. 503. ☜here is indeed evicence for heterogeneity of A, and I hove not meant to

deny it. ☁y argument is, thet with the exception of certain horse cere, there is not

mich indication that the diversity is sufficient to be a strong factor in determining
the behavior of the system. Apart from this, I have suf®gested the variable is k, rather
than g. In any case, I do not see any evidence that there are veleuces directed toward

different determ'nant structures ("immunological dissimilerity" v. 502), on the coutrary
Landsteiner cited above.

B.aver TII. JI have tried not to ignore unfavorable results.

oo. 516-517. I heve tried to substitute a single variable, k, for your two

variables g und a. k would of course effect the entire rexge of reaction, for thet makke

matter so do g and a (equation L4]).

  

py. 518 I agree that recovery of undifferentiated A by dissociation evidences

uniformity. However, the removal a& by absorption of a small fraction of A with

unusually small k, and therefore » ossessing cross-reactivity, misnt not be detectable

in the homologous reaction, but would of course in the heterologous.
If the change in floceuletion rate is due to removal of a fraction with smal k,

it ought to occur on sorp tion with either homol. or heterol. G, but perhaps more sharply

in the letter case.

pe 522. I missed the point about dialysis. Is it vossible thet the precipitate
once formed. in the presence of pa☂ is sufficient) y saturated by virtufe of its structure

so tuat the subsequent addition of A would be extrenely slow? This result also seens
to contradict your explanation cor the effect of salt.

-StItaf *ect-the-composition-of-trepreetpitateat-optinal ratios.determined
with and. without..saltrespectively? Are the compositicns at optimmel ratios determined

with high and low salt respectively, different?

I notice you have not questioned the assumption of reversibility of ☜he initial

reactions, 2lso fundamental. Some experiments witphage have disappointingly failed to
demonstrate reversibility. I hsve been struggling for a couple of years with a theory
developed along the lines of yvours,assuming frreversibility. Of two results, one is

non-integrable. In general, IT would gness that the eventual conclusion will be thet the
reactions ca.:.ot be treated as entirely irreversible. Probably you have aksm reached t-..5

conclusion long ago. If I thought you hed the time, I would Like vou to lsok at ☜he

thing as far as I have got. Possibly you could make something of it; I doubt if T can.

 

I have covered a lot of paper. I hove that doesn't mean it is still confused.

I am satisfied that wnat I cant say is not understood. So I would like to try asain

on the worst voints, if you will p oint them out.

Sincerely

AO [tertuy


